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The Fourth King Movie

The story culminates on Easter Sunday as Artaban, old and dying, finally encounters the new King, bringing .... The fourth King
had taxi trouble and the rest of the musikers were busy ... Film. AH. Set. HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 3. — Dickering here last week
between MGM and .... The story culminates on Easter Sunday as Artaban, old and dying, finally encounters the new King,
bringing .... The Fourth King is a Christmas story! Long ago three kings were following a star to the little town of Bethlehem ....
The Fisher King is a huge fable of moral decrepitude and regeneration, set in ... few things that are touching and funny, the
movie offers such fervent stupidities as ... For at least the fourth time since the beginning of the summer, Hollywood has ....
TELEVISION 10:30 G20 His and Hers Retum of Shelle GoD Movie: j. ... Green Acres GA-B Movie: The Corn is Green Fights
Beyond 2000 GINT) Larry King Live ... Mysteries Movie: Midway Growing Pains CID Walt Disney World's Fourth of July ...

BY STEVE TRAIMAN Disney's "A Goofy Movie" is confirmed for late '95 release With ... "The Lion King," out in "The Santa
Clause," "Cinderella" and "A Goofy Movie. ... released in late April, will likely be heavily re-promoted in the fourth quarter..
"What is it, three hours long? And when did Larry Kasdan want to direct a commercial movie?" ix June 24: The Lion King
(Disney animation). King of the hill.
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